Senate Resolution #1610

Title: Computer Classes for Students

Introduced: November 29, 1988

Thesis: To provide microcomputer training for computer-illiterate students

Sponsors: Dawn Agar and Brian Shuck

1. Whereas it has been established that there is a need for microcomputers on this campus, and whereas students are the primary users of these microcomputers, and whereas it is essential that a student be familiar with software in order to use these computers, and whereas not all students are required to take the applications course called Computer Science 320 which consequently leaves some students lacking in computer software knowledge, and whereas those that are required to take Computer Science 320 are not always able to immediately enroll for the class, be it resolved by the ASUW Student Government that the ASUW help promote the MicroComputer Resource Center's campus-wide instruction of students in software use. Further be it resolved that the instruction would consist primarily of WordPerfect and some Lotus, depending on demand. The classes would be taught by lab assistants in the evening in C & I labs during the first weeks of the semester when labs are closed. Classes may be offered again at mid-semester depending on student response. ASUW's role in promotion is NOT MONETARY. ASUW would merely offer its office as a central registration location, and would publicly endorse, as a supporter of the program, the training.
Referred to: Steering--Committee of the Whole

Date of Passage: December 6, 1988, Signed: Michael Thielen
ASUW Senate Chairperson

"Being enacted on 1-5-89, I do hereby sign my name hereto and approve this Senate action."

Lisa Skiles
ASUW President
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